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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes an indoor navigation algorithm for an autonomous mobile robot (AMR) using an iRobot
Roomba platform and builds on work done by former thesis students. The final goal of this project is to navigate
and localize the autonomous robot on the university campus of Group T. The navigation algorithm consists of a
path planning algorithm that uses a Voronoi diagram and Dijkstra’s algorithm, a dynamic window obstacle
avoidance algorithm and, to reduce computational complexity, a Kalman-filter localization algorithm instead of
the Monte Carlo particle filter used previously. Localization is based on data from the robot’s internal sensors and
an external LIDAR sensor. A feature recognition algorithm analyses LIDAR measurements to extract features that
are naturally present in the environment. These features are then associated with a map, after which a new estimate
of the robot’s position is made.
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INTRODUCTION

Indoor navigation with autonomous mobile robots (AMR)
is a challenging topic which has been extensively studied
in literature, since this technology has countless real world
applications. For example, when using autonomous pallet
jacks to automate the preparation of orders in a warehouse.
(Egemin automation, n.d.). Indoor navigation can also be
used when improving the efficiency of indoor cleaning
robots, so that an optimal cleaning path can be used (Neato
robotics, n.d.).
In order to be able to navigate, a mobile robot is required
to have 3 main functionalities. First and foremost, it has to
know where it is. Localization is not necessary for every
mobile robot, but usually it would increase the efficiency,
at the cost of extra complexity. Besides determining its
location, an AMR should be able to plan a path. It should
be able, when given a description of the environment, to
figure out how to get from point A to point B. The last
major functionality required for an AMR is obstacle
avoidance. Especially in an indoor environment, there will
be situations where there are unexpected obstacles present
(people, furniture, other robots, etc.). An autonomous
robot should be able to appropriately respond to these
obstacles. As a final goal, the AMR should be able to
combine the aforementioned functionalities to navigate
and localize itself on the university campus of Group T,
while avoiding collision with possible obstacles.
Many different solutions exist for solving the localization
problem. This paper aims at extending previous work done
by other thesis students, who implemented a Monte Carlo
filter as a localization algorithm, this method is very
accurate and can track multiple hypotheses, but is
computationally very expensive. The aim of this thesis is
to reduce this computational complexity by using a
simpler localization algorithm called the Kalman-filter.
The Kalman filter is an algorithm that uses multiple
measurements over time, each of which can contain noise,
to provide a more accurate state estimate than a single
measurement. These measurements can come from
multiple sources, the Kalman filter will then combine
these different sources of information into the state
estimate (the Kalman-filter is explained more extensively
in section 4.1). In the case of this paper, one source of
information comes from internal odometry sensors of the
AMR, which return information about the angular position
of its wheels. This odometry could be used on its own to
localize the robot, by simply adding up all the
displacements of each time step (a process known as ‘dead
reckoning’). The odometry sensors are however quite
noisy (experiments have been done to determine these
noise levels, the results of these experiments are discussed
in section 6.1.2) and using these measurements alone
would create an increasingly wrong estimate of the
position over time. To prevent this from happening, the
Kalman-filter algorithm provides a way to incorporate a
second source of information. The second information
source used for this project is a LIDAR (laser range)

sensor, which returns information about the distance and
angle of obstacles relative to the robot. From these
measurements different features can be extracted, such as
corners, walls or curved walls (see section 4.2). The
location of these features can then be associated with the
location of features on a map, this process is known as
feature association and is discussed in section 4.3. Once
features have been associated with map features, the robot
has an idea of what it actually observes (measured
features) and what it should observe (associated features
on the map), based on previous predictions of its position.
When comparing these two, the position estimate can be
improved, and the uncertainty on this estimate is reduced
(this is known as the update step in the Kalman-filter
algorithm and is discussed in section 4.1.3).
Localization alone is however not sufficient to create a
robot capable of autonomous navigation. Extra
intelligence should be added to be able to plan a path
between a certain start and end position (see section 5.1).
For this implementation, the Voronoi diagram path
planning method was used. This method maximizes the
distance to different obstacles, and thus provides the safest
route to the goal. The path is returned as a series of 𝑥- and
𝑦-coordinates (in the inertial world coordinate system),
called nodes. In order to arrive at its goal, the robot should
navigate from one node to the next.
Along the way, the robot should also be able to deal with
unexpected obstacles. The algorithm was developed at the
university campus of Group T, and thus should be able to
deal with people walking around. To avoid running into
these people, the dynamic window approach was
implemented as a way to avoid these unknown obstacles
(see section 5.2). This algorithm takes the dynamics of the
robot into account and calculates all the possible paths the
robot can take in the next time step, based on its forward
and angular speed and acceleration limits. It then selects
the path that maximizes an objective function. This
objective function is dependent on the distance to the goal,
the angle of the robot relative to the goal, and the speed
that the robot can take on this path.
A schematic overview of the algorithm can be found in
appendix i. This figure also visualizes the above
explanation. The remainder of this paper is mostly
dedicated to explaining the different sections found in
Figure 24, as well as a discussion of the obtained results at
the end.
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HARDWARE PLATFORM

This section lists all the hardware used for this thesis.
Namely an iRobot Roomba vacuum cleaner robot, a
Raspberry Pi computer and a Robopeak LIDAR sensor.

2.1

iRobot Roomba

The mobile robot platform used in this thesis is the iRobot
Roomba 620 (Figure 1). It is manufactured and sold as an
autonomous vacuum cleaner robot. iRobot made the
software interface for controlling and manipulating the
Roomba’s behaviour available to the public (iRobot,
2007). This means that it can be used as an inexpensive
robotic platform for educational purposes.

The wheel encoders of the AMR have a limited accuracy
and the sensor readings contain a certain amount of noise.
To calculate the pose of the AMR as accurately as
possible, it is, of course, important to determine the
accuracy and noise of these sensors and incorporate them
in the Kalman-filter algorithm, these values have been
determined by calibration and can be found in section 6.1.
For a list of accuracy and noise values of the odometry
readings, see Table 2 and Table 3.

iRobot also produces a special model of their Roomba’s,
specifically marketed as an affordable STEM resource for
use in education and development (iRobot, n.d.).
However, this model is not available in Europe and thus
could not be used in this implementation.

Figure 2: Robot model with current pose {𝑥𝑘 𝑦𝑘 𝜃𝑘 }𝑇 in
inertial world coordinates (𝑋𝑤 , 𝑌𝑤 ), robot coordinate system
(𝑋𝑅 , 𝑌𝑅 ) fixed to robot.

Figure 1: iRobot Roomba 620.

The next few sections will discuss the different sensors
present in the Roomba.
2.1.1
Odometry sensors
The Roomba robot is actuated by two independently
driven wheels and contains a third caster wheel for
stability purposes. The pose of the robot at time step 𝑘 is
defined as a state vector 𝑥⟨𝑘⟩ = {𝑥𝑘 𝑦𝑘 𝜃𝑘 }𝑇 in an
inertial world coordinate system, as seen in Figure 2. The
odometry data measured by the internal wheel encoders
consists of a distance driven 𝛥𝑠 and an angle turned since
the last call. The algorithm differentiates between an angle
𝛥𝜃 turned without driving, i.e. the angle turned when the
AMR stays in place and turns around its axis, and an angle
𝛥𝜑 turned while driving on an arc, defined as the angle
between the 𝑋𝑅1 - and 𝑋𝑅2 -axes indicated on Figure 3, with
one of the angles being zero at each reading. With this data
and the previous pose 𝑥⟨𝑘 − 1⟩ of the robot, the current
pose 𝑥⟨𝑘⟩ can be calculated:
𝛥𝜑
𝛥𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
)
2
𝛥𝜑
𝑥⟨𝑘⟩ = 𝑥⟨𝑘 − 1⟩ +
𝛥𝑠 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
)
2
[
𝛥𝜃 + 𝛥𝜑
]

Figure 3: The AMR driving on an arc, the angle Δ𝜑 defined
between the 𝑋𝑅1 - and 𝑋𝑅2 -axes.

2.1.2
Other sensors
The Roomba robot contains several internal sensors, in
addition to the wheel encoders. First there are two switch
sensors (‘bump’ sensors), which return a logical true when
pressed, meaning the robot has e.g. hit a wall. These bump
sensors are located on the left and on the right side of the
robot, a front bump sensor can be obtained when
combining the left and right sensors. The second sensor is
an infrared distance sensor with a range of ±10 𝑐𝑚, the
performance of this sensor is however very dependent on
the properties of the measured object (colour, reflectivity,
etc.). The third type of sensors present are also switch
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sensors (‘drop’ sensors), which return a logical true when
the robot is picked up, making it possible to add a feature
where the algorithm is terminated/paused when the robot
is picked up. The last type of sensor the Roomba has, are
cliff sensors. There are four of these sensors at the front of
the robot and make it possible for the robot to detect a cliff
and can, for example, be used to prevent the robot from
driving down a staircase.

2.2

pins) make it ideal for many computer- and electronicsrelated projects.
In this thesis the Raspberry Pi 1 model B+ (Figure 5) was
used, this model has a 700MHz single-core ARM CortexA7 CPU and 512MB of RAM (Raspberry Pi foundation,
n.d.).

LIDAR

Besides the internal sensors, the Kalman-filter algorithm
uses another type of sensor information that can be used to
measure the state of the system. In the case of this thesis,
a LIDAR sensor is used, which is a laser range scanner that
returns information about the distance to different
obstacles, along with the respective angles at which these
obstacles are found relative to the robot. The specific
sensor used is a 360° 2D laser scanner model A1M1 from
RoboPeak (Figure 4). The range of this scanner is 6 meters
and works well for indoor and outdoor environments
without sunlight (RoboPeak, 2014).

Figure 5: Raspberry Pi model B.

2.4

Comparison with embedded system

The information flow can be seen in Figure 6:

Figure 6: Communication channel.

Figure 4: RPLIDAR.

The LIDAR measurements are returned as a [2 × 𝑁]
matrix, where 𝑁 corresponds to the number of
measurements. This number is variable, as measurements
that are outside of the maximum measurement range, or
inside the minimum measurement range are filtered.
For the same reasons as with the AMR’s wheel encoders,
the accuracy and noise of the LIDAR sensor have to be
determined, the process by which this is done, is explained
in section 6.1. For a list of accuracy and noise values of
the LIDAR readings, see Table 5 and Table 6.

2.3

Raspberry Pi

To establish a connection and communicate between the
computer and the Roomba, a Raspberry Pi is used. Section
2.4 describes this communication channel more
extensively. The Raspberry Pi is a small, cheap singleboard computer that was originally designed to be used in
computer science education but has since also become
wildly popular among hobbyists. Its low price, minimal
power consumption and general purpose I/O-pins (GPIO

This figure shows that in the strict sense of the word, this
system is not truly embedded. Data is sent from the robot
to the PC through the Pi. The PC then executes the
navigation algorithm based on this data. The PC is still
somewhere within the building, but is not part of the larger
mechanical system. Thus, one cannot state that this is an
embedded system. To better approach an embedded
system, the MATLAB program could be translated to
Python or C code, as this can be directly executed on the
Raspberry Pi (contrary to MATLAB code which requires
MATLAB, a program that cannot efficiently be run on the
Pi).
To send the data from the Roomba and the LIDAR through
the Pi, UDP is used as a transmission protocol. UDP is a
lightweight transmission protocol, that only provides a
minimal amount of services. It is a rather unreliable data
transfer service, since it provides no protection against
duplicate or missing data, and does not check whether data
is received at all. This does however mean that UDP can
typically provide a faster transmission of data than when
using for example the TCP protocol. This makes it
interesting for applications where it is important for
information to arrive as quickly as possible, and where
some loss of data is accepted, e.g. in real time systems,
such as the localization algorithm. Here it is more
important to receive some measurements in time than a
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complete 360° range while having to wait for all data to
be correct, as would be the case when using TCP (Kurose
& Ross, 2013) .
The main bottleneck in the communication path is the WiFi connection between the PC and the Pi, since this is the
slowest and most unstable communication channel in the
chain. Thus when debugging, a direct connection was
made between the PC and the Pi via an Ethernet cable, this
provided a much more reliable connection when testing.
3

3.1

SOFTWARE PLATFORM

MATLAB

The main algorithm was developed in MATLAB R2015a.
This is because existing toolboxes for the iRobot Roomba
were already available in MATLAB. This made it easier
to build on existing work.
3.1.1
Simulation toolbox
The localization algorithm (including feature recognition
and association) was first developed using a simulator
environment in MATLAB (Salzberger & Wyffels, 2013).
This provided a quick and easy way to develop the initial
version of the algorithm. It was however not very well
suited for testing the robustness of the algorithm (its ability
to work well under different circumstances), since the
components are always ideal (noise can be added, but this
can only be Gaussian noise, while the noise on LIDAR
measurements is highly non-Gaussian. It is also very hard
to model random errors and fluctuations). Thus the
simulator is not very well suited for debugging. It was later
found that relatively grave errors in MATLAB code still
gave good results in the simulator. It is for example not
possible in the simulator to let the Roomba start from a
different point than the origin of the (inertial) world
coordinate system, this means that the robot and world
coordinate system will initially be located in the same
point. Thus when errors are made in the transformation
from the robot coordinate system to the world coordinate
system, this goes undetected until the algorithm is tested
in the real world. The LIDAR measurements are also
returned in a different format. In the simulator the
measurements are returned as a [1 × 360] row vector.
Where each element of the vector corresponds to a
distance measurement, and its index corresponds to the
angle (in degrees) at which the measurement was taken.
Recall from section 2.2 that the real LIDAR measurements
are returned in a different format, this means the simulator
code is not directly usable for the real Roomba.
For these reasons once the code was adapted to work for
the real Roomba, the simulator was left behind because it
proved to be rather inefficient once the main parts of the
algorithm were complete.

3.1.2
Communication toolbox
For communication with the real Roomba, a different
toolbox was used. This toolbox was originally developed
for the iRobot Roomba create, and was created by the
systems engineering department of the United States naval
academy (Esposito, 2015). It was adapted by Masters
students of Group T to work with the iRobot Roomba 620
(Denis & Meynen, 2015). This toolbox allows users to
send commands to the Roomba (to e.g. drive forward, turn
an angle around its axis, etc.) and receive data from the
sensors (e.g. odometry sensors, the LIDAR sensor, bump
sensors, etc.).
3.1.3
Computer Vision system toolbox
Determining the uncertainties on feature recognition and
odometry data was done via image recognition. A red LED
was placed on top of the Roomba and on the location of a
feature. Using parts of MATLAB’s built in computer
vision system toolbox, it was possible to detect the
position of this LED and then compare this position to the
data provided by the robot (see section 6.1.1).

3.2

Python

Even though the algorithm was written in MATLAB, parts
of the toolbox were written in Python. This is because the
Raspberry Pi cannot run MATLAB (and therefore cannot
execute MATLAB code) due to limitations in memory and
processing power.
For this thesis, some code was written in Python to analyse
data from the calibration procedure (see section 6.1)
because the output of the MATLAB programs was saved
in .txt files and Python has an extensive set of tools to work
with these files.

3.3

Operating system

The algorithm was developed and tested on the operating
system Ubuntu 14.04, because the communication on
Linux works better than on Windows. The algorithm still
works on Windows (limited tests were done on a Windows
PC) but a Linux-based operating system is recommended.
The operating system on the Raspberry Pi is Raspbian, a
free OS based on Debian. This is OS that is supported by
the Raspberry Pi foundation (Raspberry Pi foundation,
2016).
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4

KALMAN-FILTER BASED LOCALISATION

4.1

Kalman-filtering

The Kalman-filter is a recursive algorithm that can be used
for stochastical sensor fusion and localization. This means
that it will combine data from multiple sensors (with their
own uncertainties) to obtain a better estimate of the
variable of interest (e.g. the position of the AMR) than
with the separate sensors (Siegwart, Nourbakhsh, &
Scaramuzza, 2011). The weight of each sensor used for the
fusion process depends on filter parameters, which are
based on the accuracy of the sensors.
4.1.1
Assumptions
The Kalman-filter is computationally less expensive than
other localisation algorithms (e.g. particle filters such as
the Monte Carlo method), this reduced computational cost
is, however, only possible if some assumptions are made
(Thrun, Burgard, & Fox, 2006):
1. Markov assumption: future and past data are
independent if one knows the current state of the
system, this assumption is implicitly made when
using any type of Bayesian filter.
2. The next state probability must be a linear
function with added Gaussian noise (this
assumption can however be circumvented by
using a nonlinear version of the Kalman-filter,
such as as the extended Kalman-filter of EKF
which is the version implemented in this thesis
and explained in appendix iii).
3. The measurement probability must also be linear
with added Gaussian noise (noise values were
determined with experiments and can be found
in section 6.1).
4. The initial belief must be normally distributed.
As shown in the flowchart in Figure 7, the Kalman-filter
operates in two main steps, the prediction step and the
update step, which will be described in the next
paragraphs.

4.1.2

Prediction step



𝑥^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩ = 𝑓(𝑥^⟨𝑘⟩, 𝛿⟨𝑘⟩, 𝑣⟨𝑘⟩)



^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩ = 𝐹𝑥 ⟨𝑘⟩𝑃
^⟨𝑘⟩𝐹𝑥 ⟨𝑘⟩𝑇 +
𝑃
𝑇
^
𝐹𝑣 ⟨𝑘⟩𝑉 𝐹𝑣 ⟨𝑘⟩
Figure 8: Extended Kalman-filter prediction equations.

The prediction step is the first step in the Kalman-filter
algorithm. Figure 8 shows the Kalman prediction
equations. The inputs, the state vector 𝑥^𝑘 and covariance
^𝑘 (appendix ii) at time 𝑘, are either the output of
matrix 𝑃
the previous Kalman-filter iteration or the initial estimate
in case of the first iteration. The state of the system is in
this case the pose of the AMR (𝑥- and 𝑦-coordinates and a
heading angle). The output pose of this step is the pose
which the AMR is estimated to occupy at time 𝑘 + 1 (at
the end of the current iteration), calculated based on the
motion model (see section 2.1.1) with the previous pose
and the latest odometry data 𝛿. The measurement noise 𝑣
consists of a noise term for the distance 𝑣𝑑 and a term for
the angle 𝑣𝜃 and is already present in the odometry
measurements, and therefore does not have to be added
again (this is however required in simulation). The output
covariance matrix is the (linearized) sum of the previous
covariance matrix of the position and the estimate of the
^,
covariance matrix of the odometry measurements 𝑉
which is a diagonal matrix containing the variances of the
odometry measurements. These uncertainties are
determined by calibration and described in section 6.1.
Matrices 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑣 are Jacobians used to linearize the
covariance matrices of respectively the position and noise
and are explained more in detail in appendix iii.
4.1.3


Update step
𝑥^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘 + 1⟩ = 𝑥^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩ +
𝐾⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝜈⟨𝑘 + 1⟩



𝜈⟨𝑘 + 1⟩ = 𝑧⟨𝑘 + 1⟩
−ℎ(𝑥^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩, 𝑥𝑓 , 𝑤 = 0)





^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘 + 1⟩ = 𝑃
^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩𝐹𝑥 ⟨𝑘⟩𝑇
𝑃
^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩
−𝐾⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝐻𝑥 ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝑃
^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩𝐻𝑥 ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝑇 𝑆⟨𝑘 + 1⟩−1
𝐾⟨𝑘 + 1⟩ = 𝑃
^⟨𝑘 + 1|𝑘⟩𝐻𝑥 ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝑇
𝑆⟨𝑘 + 1⟩ = 𝐻𝑥 ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝑃
^ ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝐻𝑤 ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝑇
+𝐻𝑤 ⟨𝑘 + 1⟩𝑊
Figure 9: Extended Kalman-filter update equations.

Figure 7: Flowchart of the working principle of the Kalmanfilter.

The update step uses the output pose and covariance
matrix of the prediction step combined with a map and
sensor measurements to obtain a better estimate of the
position and covariance matrix of the AMR. The main goal
of the update step is to determine the innovation 𝜈, being
the difference between a predicted measurement ℎ(𝑥^⟨𝑘⟩)
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from the AMR’s estimated position to a feature on the map
(see Figure 10), and a real measurement 𝑧 from the AMR’s
real position to a feature in the real world. Initially the
predicted measurement is found by calculating the
difference between the AMR’s (predicted) position and
the position of the feature on the map. This is the distance
which the LIDAR sensor is predicted to measure. This
predicted measurement is then subtracted from the real
measurement, which is obtained from LIDAR data and
feature recognition (see section 4.2) and association (see
section 4.3). Figure 10 shows the predicted measurement
(dashed arrow), between the estimated pose of the AMR
(dashed circle) and the feature on the map (star). The real
measurement (continuous arrow) is shown between the
real pose of the AMR (continuous circle) and the real
feature (star). Note that the feature on the map coincides
with the real feature, because the ideal map would
represent the exact location of the real-world feature.

pose is occupied by the AMR. The Kalman-filter assumes
normal distributions, so the measurements of both the
LIDAR and odometry are estimated to be normally
distributed (see 4.1.1). The dashed curve in Figure 11 (a)
shows the estimated pose from odometry data and the
dashed-dotted curve in (b) shows the pose estimated from
LIDAR data. It can be seen that the estimated pose from
the odometry data has a bigger variance, i.e. a bigger
uncertainty than the pose estimated from LIDAR data.
This results in a larger weight of the innovation (a small
̂ , so a small S and thus a big K, serving as a weighing
𝑊
factor for 𝜈) causing the Kalman-filter to rely more on the
LIDAR measurements than on the odometry data. This
results in the continuous curve from Figure 11 (c), the
AMR’s pose as output of the Kalman-filter, to be more
closely related to the dash-dotted curve (pose estimated by
LIDAR) than to the dashed curve (pose estimated by
odometry).

Figure 10: Sketch of the difference between the predicted and
real measurement.

After the innovation has been determined, the Kalmanfilter update equations in Figure 9 can be applied. The new
pose is determined by the weighted sum of the predicted
pose and the innovation, the weighting factor 𝐾 is called
the Kalman gain, which is calculated according to the
equation in Figure 9 and is based on the estimated
covariance matrices of the position, the LIDAR
^ (determined by calibration and
measurement noise 𝑊
described in section 6.1) and Jacobian 𝐻𝑥 and 𝐻𝑤 (see
appendix iii).
The new covariance matrix is the weighted difference
between the estimated covariance matrix and itself
multiplied by the Kalman gain. This step is key in
increasing the accuracy of the localisation, because the
minus sign in the covariance matrix equation means that
the uncertainty can now decrease (as opposed to only
using the predictions, or ‘dead reckoning’). The new pose
and covariance matrix will now be inserted in a new
iteration of the Kalman-filter, considering the next time
step with a new odometry reading and LIDAR
measurement. Again, 𝐻𝑥 and 𝐻𝑤 are Jacobians used for
linearization purposes, as explained in appendix iii.
Figure 11 illustrates the sensor fusion algorithm of the
Kalman-filter graphically. The 𝑥-axis shows the pose 𝒙 of
the AMR, the 𝑦-axis shows the probability that a certain

Figure 11: (a) Dashed curve: AMR pose as estimated by the
odometry data, (b) Dashed-dotted curve: AMR pose as
estimated by LIDAR data, (c) Continuous curve: AMR pose
from output of Kalman-filter.

4.2

Feature recognition

Raw LIDAR measurements contain a set of range values
with corresponding angles, a single range data point is
further represented as 𝑟(𝜙𝑖 ), with a range 𝑟𝑖 at an angle 𝜙𝑖 .
To make these readings usable in the Kalman-filter,
features need to be extracted from this data. All features
measured with the LIDAR can be divided into three kinds,
namely a straight wall, a curved wall and a corner. It needs
to be clarified that with ‘corner’, a general sharp edge is
meant, this can be the corner between two walls, but also
a table leg, a thin pole, etc. Currently the only feature that
is used is the corner, since walls are fairly unreliable
features to work with, because of a few reasons. If a wall
is not enclosed by two corners, then the complete wall is
not observed, which makes the association of these
features with a map a lot harder. Curved walls can also be
detected, but pose a similar problem for use in localization.
This problem is not posed while working with corners,
since these features can be reduced to a single point in the
𝑥𝑦-plane.
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The extraction of corners has been done in two ways. First
a method using only the second derivative of the measured
distance in function of the angle is used. Later a more
reliable method using the curvature function was
implemented.
4.2.1
Second derivative for feature recognition
Initially the first derivative for each discrete data point
𝑟(𝜙𝑖 ) is calculated as follows:
𝑑𝑟(𝜙𝑖 ) =

𝑟(𝜙𝑖+1 ) − 𝑟(𝜙𝑖 )
𝜙𝑖+1 − 𝜙𝑖

Then the second derivative is calculated:
𝑑 2 𝑟(𝜙𝑖 ) =

𝑑𝑟(𝜙𝑖+1 ) − 𝑑𝑟(𝜙𝑖 )
𝜙𝑖+1 − 𝜙𝑖

These derivatives can then be plotted in function of the
angle 𝜙, as seen in Figure 13, the environment used for
this plot is found in Figure 12. It can be seen that the
measurements show a peak in the second derivative at the
angles where a corner is present. When a threshold is
applied, the position of the corners can be isolated from
the other measurements. The biggest problem with this
method is that the size of the peak is dependent on the
distance to the corner. When the AMR is driving away
from the corner, the peak will decrease and disappear
between noise peaks.

Figure 13: Second derivative as a function of angle.

4.2.2
Curvature function-based method
The second method solves this distance dependency and is
suggested in (Núñez, Vázquez-Martín, del Toro, Bandera,
& Sandoval, 2008). This method calculates the curvature
function of the discrete LIDAR data and uses several
parameters to determine which feature is observed. A plot
for the environment in Figure 12 is shown in Figure 14.
Definition of curvature
The curvature of a curve or object can be defined in
different ways, but always comes down to how much it
‘bends’ or deviates from a straight line at each point. A
simple way to define curvature is via a geometric approach
(Kline, 1998). One can intuitively sense that a straight line
should have a curvature equal to zero at each point. A
circle does have a curvature, and it is the same at each
point of the circle. One can see that the curvature of a small
circle should be larger than that of a large circle. An object
moving along one of these circles will change its direction
by 360° every time it goes around one of the circles, but
on a smaller circle the directional change is larger per unit
of distance travelled, thus it should have a larger curvature.
Hence a possible measure of curvature for a circle could
be the inverse of its radius:
𝜅=

Figure 12: Environment for feature recognition comparison.

1
𝑟

This gives a measure for the curvature of straight lines and
circles. The curvature at each point on an arbitrary curve
can then be found by finding the radius of the tangent
circle at that point that approaches the curve in the best
way. This circle is called the osculating circle (Ghys,
Tabachnikov, & Timorin).
In the case of a continuous curve, the curvature can be
mathematically defined as (Núñez, Vásquez-Martín, del
Toro, Bandera, & Sandoval, 2006):
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𝜅(𝑡) =

𝑥̇ (𝑡)𝑦̈ (𝑡) − 𝑥̈ 𝑥´ (𝑡)𝑦̇ (𝑡)
(𝑥̇ (𝑡)2 + 𝑦̇ (𝑡)2 )3⁄2

The mathematical proof for this expression is omitted
here, as it is beyond the scope of this paper.
Curvature calculation for discrete measurements
Because the LIDAR returns discrete measurements, a new
approach to calculate the curvature is needed. The method
is explained in appendix iv.
When the curvature at each data point is known, each
feature can be extracted using different parameters. A
straight wall is defined by a range of data points with a
curvature below a certain threshold 𝜅𝑚𝑖𝑛 , ideally zero.
After starting at the beginning of a (possible) wall, each
consecutive data point is observed and added to this wall.
When a point with a curvature value above the threshold
is found, the wall is ‘cut off’ and considered a wall if
enough data points were added, i.e. if the wall is long
enough, otherwise it will be disregarded. When all walls
in the LIDAR range reading are found, the algorithm will
start looking for curved walls between the observed
straight walls, also determined by a minimum range and in
this case a mean curvature value above the previously
mentioned threshold. In addition to these however, a third
constraint is introduced to differentiate between curved
walls and corners, this constraint is called the cornerity
index 𝑐𝑖 as defined in (Núñez, Vásquez-Martín, del Toro,
Bandera, & Sandoval, 2006) as the proportion of the mean
of the considered data points and the maximum of these
points
𝑐𝑖 =

𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝜅)
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜅)

Figure 14: Curvature as a function of angle.

4.3

Feature association

When a set of corners has been recognized, they have to
be associated with a corresponding corner on the map, in
order to be usable in the Kalman-filter algorithm. This
map is in fact a matrix with the 𝑥- and 𝑦-coordinates of
the real-world corners and are expressed in the inertial
world coordinate system.
The association process starts by taking the first corner
from the extracted measured features matrix and
calculating the Euclidian distance between every corner
feature in the map matrix. The map feature associated with
the measured feature is the one with the shortest distance
between them, as illustrated in Figure 15 and calculated
by:
2

𝑚𝑖𝑛√(𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠. − 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑝 ) + (𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠. − 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑝 )

2

If this cornerity index approaches unity, this means there
are no local peaks and the segment can be considered a
curved wall. It will become smaller when a local peak, a
corner, is located in the data set. When all straight and
curved walls have been found, finally the corners are
located by simply finding the maximum curvature values
in between the walls above a certain threshold. When a
greater value is found within a certain range, the previous
maximum is overwritten, making sure the data point
closest to the actual corner is found.
The advantage of this method is that both straight walls
and curved walls can be differentiated and that the peaks
of corners are more prominent, even when the AMR is
driving away from this corner (see Figure 14).

Figure 15: The Euclidian distances (dashed lines) between a
measured feature (pentagon) and the features on the map (stars).

If no features from the map can be associated with a
measured feature within a certain distance. This means the
feature is not shown on the map and is therefore not part
of the normal environment. This measured feature will
then be disregarded. The maximum distance in which a
feature is considered for association is obtained from the
covariance matrix of the position. This is because it
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defines the area centred around the actual pose in which
the AMR and therefore a feature can be located. For each
measured feature, the algorithm checks if a map feature
can be found in the scaled uncertainty ellipse, which
defines aforementioned area of uncertainty. The
uncertainty ellipse is constructed with the covariance
matrix, as explained in appendix ii. Since a 3𝜎-limit is
used, the uncertainty ellipse will also be scaled with a
factor of 3.

position. This path consists of a series of 𝑥- and 𝑦coordinates called nodes, which are defined in the inertial
world coordinate system. These nodes form intermediate
goals for the robot and are an input for the obstacle
avoidance algorithm (see Figure 24 and section 5.2). By
driving from node to node the robot will eventually arrive
at the final (goal) node. A global path planning algorithm
was already developed by former thesis students and only
had to be slightly modified for this implementation.

4.3.1
NIS-test
Sometimes the process of feature recognition and
association goes wrong. For example when the algorithm
recognizes the point right next to the corner as the corner
(as seen in Figure 16, the (falsely) recognized corner is
indicated by the red star, the real corner is located
approximately three data points to the left). A false
association can also occur when an unforeseen object is in
front of a corner.

Path planning algorithms can be generally divided into two
categories: potential field planning methods and graph
search methods (Siegwart, Nourbakhsh, & Scaramuzza,
2011). The potential field methods try to minimize a
potential function. These methods impose a mathematical
function on the free space, the gradient of which can then
be followed (Siegwart, Nourbakhsh, & Scaramuzza,
2011), such as the D* algorithm. They are, however,
dependent on more difficult mathematics and the potential
function parameters are hard to determine.

Figure 16: Feature recognition error, the (falsely) recognized
corner is indicated by the red star, the real corner is located
approximately three data points to the left.

Using the feature in Figure 16 would result in an error in
localization, because the innovation (section 4.1.3) would
be wrong. A way to check if the innovation is valid is by
putting a threshold on the so called NIS value. NIS stands
for normalized innovation squared, and is calculated by
(Chessa & Solari):
𝑁𝐼𝑆 = 𝜈 𝑇 ∙ 𝑃 −1 ∙ 𝜈
This is a way of checking if the innovation is not too large
with respect to the covariance matrix. If the coefficients of
the covariance matrix are large (and thus there is a large
uncertainty) then the NIS values will be smaller and thus
larger innovations are accepted (the robot is not sure about
its current position and thus larger differences with the
expected values are possible). If on the other hand the
robot is very sure about its current position (small
coefficients in the covariance matrix), then only smaller
innovation values are accepted. This quick and simple test
proved to be very useful in increasing the robustness of the
algorithm.
5

5.1

PATH PLANNING

Global path planning

Path planning is the part of the algorithm that finds a route
for the robot to follow between a specified start and end

The graph search methods start by constructing a set of
nodes and connections between these nodes (vertices) that
the robot can follow, similar to a regular roadmap. Next
the optimal sequence of nodes is found, much like a GPSsystem searches for the fastest route between the position
and destination. Two widely used methods in mobile
robotics are the Voronoi diagram and the visibility graph,
since their implementation is quite simple. The goals of
both methods are very different however. The visibility
graph tries to find the shortest path from the AMR’s
starting position to its goal. The Voronoi diagram on the
other hand, maximizes the distance to obstacles and tries
to find the safest path.
In this implementation the graph-based Voronoi diagram
was used for constructing the roadmap. Although safety
comes at the cost of efficiency, since the followed path will
not be the fastest or the shortest. For this thesis it is
however more important that the AMR arrives safely at its
goal.
Once all possible roads have been constructed, the
algorithm has to search for the optimal one. Here,
Dijkstra’s algorithm was used, because it provides the
optimal solution (Siegwart, Nourbakhsh, & Scaramuzza,
2011), this is explained in appendix v.
One problem with navigation at Group T is that the
location cannot be uniquely determined from only an 𝑥and 𝑦-coordinates and a heading angle. This is because
there are different floors present in the building. One could
get around this by incorporating a z-coordinate, but then
an algorithm is needed that can localize the robot in three
dimensions. Instead, it is much simpler to use a set of maps
and change between them when needed. The algorithm
then only has to know whether the robot is driving up to
the next floor or down to the previous floor, and can
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change maps when the edge is reached. An example of a
path returned by the algorithm is shown in Figure 17.

Table 1: Minimum and maximum speeds of the iRobot
Roomba.

𝒎
𝒗𝒎𝒊𝒏 [ ]
𝒔
0.05

𝒎
𝒗𝒎𝒂𝒙 [ ]
𝒔
0.5

𝒓𝒂𝒅
𝝎𝒎𝒊𝒏 [
]
𝒔
0

𝒓𝒂𝒅
]
𝒔
±0.5

𝝎𝒎𝒂𝒙 [

The space defined by these constraints is given by
𝑉𝑠 = [𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥

−𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]

The second constrained is dictated by the AMR’s
accelerations, defining the range of velocities possible to
reach in the given time step Δ𝑡 by accelerating or
decelerating and is given by
𝑉𝑑 = [𝑣𝑎 − 𝑎Δ𝑡
Figure 17: Path planning example. The planned path is shown
in red, the environment in black.

5.2

Obstacle avoidance

The dynamic window approach was chosen as an obstacle
avoidance algorithm. This method is suggested in (Fox,
Burgard, & Thrun). This method was chosen because it is
relatively easy to implement and has a very good dynamic
behaviour, i.e. it makes the AMR approach its goal and
avoid obstacles like a real human would do. The robot tries
to reach its goal as quickly and efficiently as possible, but
while paying attention to potential obstacles and lowering
its speed while approaching said obstacle. This leaves a
safer impression while driving towards a nearby person,
making clear it has spotted this person.
The dynamic window approach is applied in the space of
velocities instead of positions and can be divided into two
steps. In the first step, the search space is limited to all
feasible velocities, called the dynamic window. In the
second step, an objective function is maximized to
determine the most optimal velocity from the set of
possible velocities contained by the dynamic window.
5.2.1
Search space
To define the search space, an assumption has to be made,
which defines the trajectory of the AMR as a sequence of
circular paths. A circular path can now be followed by
applying a velocity that is a combination of a translational
(𝑣) and a rotational (𝜔) speed. These velocities define the
total space, which will now be limited by certain
constraints. The dynamic window is centred around the
actual velocity [𝑣𝑎 , 𝜔𝑎 ]. The first constraint is that of the
AMR’s minimum and maximum speed, as shown in Table
1 for the case of the iRobot Roomba. Note that 𝑣 can be 0,
but not negative, i.e. the robot cannot drive backward, but
can turn around its axis in a clockwise or counter
clockwise direction. The minimum value listed is the
smallest possible non-zero speed.

𝑣𝑎 + 𝑎Δ𝑡

𝜔𝑎 − 𝛼Δ𝑡

𝜔𝑎 + 𝛼Δ𝑡]

The third and last constraint is that the AMR has to be able
to stop before it crashes into a nearby obstacle on its path,
which is done by only considering a velocity given by the
objective function if the robot can get to a full stop before
crashing into the obstacle. This set of velocities is called
𝑉𝑎 .
The dynamic window 𝑉𝑟 is now defined by:
𝑉𝑟 = 𝑉𝑠 ∩ 𝑉𝑎 ∩ 𝑉𝑑
5.2.2
Objective function
The objective function is given by
𝐺(𝑣, 𝜔) = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝑣, 𝜔) + 𝛽 ∙ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑣, 𝜔)
+ 𝛾 ∙ 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑣, 𝜔)
With 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 weighting factors. The purpose of this
objective function is to calculate the velocity which results
in the greatest value for 𝐺(𝑣, 𝜔). The objective in this case
is to reach a predetermined goal as quickly as possible
while avoiding all obstacles along the way. In finding this
value, the three parameters 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 and 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 will
be determined at each estimated position 𝑝𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
{𝑥𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝜃𝑒𝑠𝑡 }𝑇 . This estimated position is the
position reached after driving a time step Δ𝑡 at the velocity
{𝑣 ω}𝑇 and is calculated, for every velocity in the
dynamic window, by
𝑥𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑥𝐴𝑀𝑅
Δ𝑡 ∙ cos 𝜃𝐴𝑀𝑅
{𝑦𝑒𝑠𝑡 } = {𝑦𝐴𝑀𝑅 } + [ Δ𝑡 ∙ sin 𝜃𝐴𝑀𝑅
𝜃𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝜃𝐴𝑀𝑅
0

0
𝑣
0 ] {𝜔}
Δ𝑡

The parameter 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 is defined as the supplementary of
the angle between the AMR’s pose and the goal and is
calculated by
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 180° − |atan

𝑥𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 − 𝑥𝑒𝑠𝑡
− 𝜃𝑒𝑠𝑡 |
𝑦𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 − 𝑦𝑒𝑠𝑡
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This parameter is, as mentioned above, calculated for
every estimated position reached by every velocity in the
dynamic window. The supplementary of the angle is used
because the angle between the AMR and the goal is to be
minimized, so the supplementary is maximized (up to
180°) in the objective function.
The second parameter, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡, is defined as the distance
between the AMR and the nearest obstacle, it is clear that
this parameter is also to be maximized to a certain extend.
An obstacle is defined as a LIDAR data point within a
predefined range and inflated with the length of the radius
of the AMR. This to make sure a collision is avoided at all
times, since the robot is not aware of its own size. The
predefined range is implemented to optimize
computational speed, since the algorithm considers every
obstacle within its range to check for a possible collision,
making it computationally expensive to use every LIDAR
data point, resulting in loss of performance of the
localization algorithm. The obstacle range cannot be too
small, however, since this would result in the algorithm
being unable to react to obstacles in time. Somewhere in
between these two limits, a range of 1,5 𝑚 was determined
to be the most effective.
The last parameter, 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, is simply the translational
velocity, which is also to be maximized in order to reach
the goal as quickly as possible.
Every velocity in the dynamic window corresponds to a
value for each of the three parameters. The velocity which
gives the greatest value for 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) will be sent to the
actuators of the AMR and will result in a new input pose
for the dynamic window algorithm.
6

6.1

EXPERIMENTS

Calibration

For effective implementation of the Kalman-filter, a set of
parameters (see section 4.1.1) need to be determined as
accurately as possible. The Kalman-filter algorithm
produces a position and an uncertainty on this position. In
order for this uncertainty to be as accurate as possible, the
robot needs to have an idea about the uncertainties on the
measurements of its sensors. In other words, for the robot
to be able to estimate where it is with a certain confidence,
it needs to know how much it can ‘trust’ the information it
is receiving. Determining these uncertainties is done by
calibration. Both the uncertainties on the LIDAR (the error
on the angle and distance) and on the odometry (the
rotational and translational error) are determined. For the
odometry, this is done by comparing the odometry data
(𝑑𝑟 and 𝑑𝜃) with the actual distance 𝑑 traveled by the
AMR. For the error on the LIDAR, first the locations of
the AMR 𝑝𝐴𝑀𝑅 and the features 𝑝𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡 are determined, then
the LIDAR scans the environment and features are
extracted. This data is then compared with the actual
position of the features 𝑝𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡. . The next paragraph explains
how 𝑑, 𝑝𝐴𝑀𝑅 and 𝑝𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡. are determined.

6.1.1
Image recognition
The actual position of the AMR and the measured features
are determined with a webcam and vision inspection
algorithms in MATLAB. First the webcam is calibrated
using the MATLAB camera calibration app and a
chessboard, to compensate for the radial and tangential
distortion of the camera and to determine a transformation
matrix from the camera coordinate system (in pixels) to a
real-world coordinate system (in meters) (Zhang, 2000).
Then a small red LED is placed on the position of the
AMR and the features. A picture is taken and by
subtracting the green and blue components of the image
from the red component the red LED is accentuated. When
adding a threshold on the intensity of the image, a binary
image with only a white dot at the location of the LED is
found. The location of the centre of this dot is then
determined, which is then transformed into world
coordinates.
Note that with this method, only relative measurements in
the 𝑥- and 𝑦-directions can be compared. This is because
the robot world coordinate system is different from the
camera world coordinate system. In order to compare
absolute coordinates, one would need an accurate
transformation matrix between these two systems. The
translation between both frames can be easily obtained,
but obtaining an accurate rotation angle can be rather
challenging. Thus, the image recognition results were
always used for relative measurements. Since the units are
the same in both coordinate systems, they can be easily
compared.
When the position of the LED in the camera world
coordinate frame is known, the travelled distance can be
calculated by comparing a picture of the AMR in its
starting position and a picture after it has driven a certain
distance. The actual distance from the LIDAR to a feature,
i.e. the distance the LIDAR should measure when no error
is present, can be calculated by simply determining the
distance between the position of the LED on the LIDAR
and the LED on the feature. The variation and error on the
setup have also been determined. The results can be found
in 6.1.2.
Image detection noise
To determine the accuracy of the image detection, the LED
was placed in a fixed position and the program was run
100 times. Then, the range between measurements and the
mean of the measurements was obtained by analysing the
data with a python script. The result is effectively the noise
on the measurements and can be seen in Figure 18 and
Figure 19. The horizontal axes on these figures depict the
deviation of a certain measurement from the mean of all
measurements (in meters), and the vertical axes represent
the frequency of these deviations. From these figures it can
be seen that most of the measurements cluster very closely
to the same value, and that there are few random errors.
These random errors deviate at worst about 3 𝑚𝑚 from
the mean of all measurements. These random variations
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are sufficiently small, so the measurements from the image
recognition can be used to calibrate the localization
algorithm. This is because the algorithm is expected to
have a centimeter accuracy, not millimeter accuracy.

Figure 18: Image detection noise (𝑥-coordinate).

Figure 19: Image detection noise (𝑦-coordinate).

6.1.2
Odometry results
To obtain the uncertainties on the odometry data, the
Roomba was programmed to drive a distance of 0,5 𝑚
fifteen times at three different speeds (0,05 𝑚/𝑠, 0,2 𝑚/𝑠
and 0,5 𝑚/𝑠). The obtained angle and distance
measurements, as well as the positions before and after
movement were saved in .txt files using MATLAB’s
‘diary’ function. Next, a Python script was developed to
extract this data, compare the measurements to the
reference, and fit a normal distribution over this
difference. Full graphs can be found in appendix ii, but the
results are summarized here.
Table 2: Odometry distance calibration results.

Speed [𝑚/𝑠]
0.05
0.2
0.5

µ𝑑𝑠 [𝑚]
0.01594
0.00467
0.06112

𝜎𝑑𝑠
0.00438
0.00288
0.00628

𝐾2
2.08
2.55
0.59

p-value
0.3533
0.2788
0.74541

Table 3: Odometry angle calibration results.

Speed [𝑚/𝑠]
0.05
0.2
0.5

µ𝑑𝑡ℎ [𝑚]
0.16364
0.03662
0.03077

𝜎𝑑𝑡ℎ
0.07048
0.02620
0.02570

𝐾2
1.47
1.75
3.52

p-value
0.4801
0.4117
0.1723

From the results in Table 2 and Table 3 it is clear that the
uncertainty will vary depending on the speed. This is to be
expected, since at high speeds the wheels will slip and
results will be less accurate. At very low speeds the robot
will call the odometry function more often. Each time the
function is called some noise is added, so this also gives
worse results. Somewhere in the middle an optimal speed
is present at which the uncertainty is lowest. This speed is
then optimal for the predictions, it is however not optimal
for the algorithm as a whole. As the algorithm works better
when it can do more iterations (so updates) per movement,
it is thus best to take the uncertainty on the odometry
measurements larger than the values from Table 2 and
Table 3 and use a lower speed (in this thesis, a 3𝜎 limit
was used). Note that these values have to be scaled
appropriately before they can be used in the code. The
uncertainties which were determined in these experiments
are valid for displacements of approximately 0,5 𝑚, but
when the displacements are smaller (as is usually the case),
the uncertainty should also be smaller. Both the angle and
the distance measurements have to be scaled, as they are
both based on encoder readings.
Also listed in the third column is the 𝐾 2 value, this is the
value obtained from the D’Agostino’s K-squared test of
normality and is an omnibus test (D'Agostino, Belanger,
& D'Agostino, A Suggestion for Using Powerful and
Informative Tests of Normality, 1990). This means that the
test is able to detect deviations from normality due to
skewness (symmetricity of a distribution) and kurtosis
(measure of outliers in the tail). The test combines these
measures by taking the sum of the squares (D'Agostino,
An Omnibus Test of Normality for Moderate and Large
Size Samples, 1971):
𝐾 2 = 𝑠2 + 𝑘2
A perfect normal distribution has no outliers and is
symmetrical, thus has a K-squared value of 0. If the null
hypothesis of a normal distribution is true, then 𝐾 2
approximately follow a 𝜒 2 -distribution with 2 degrees of
freedom.
Based on this 𝐾 2 value it is possible to obtain a measure
that indicates the likeliness of the obtained results being a
result of chance. This value is called the p-value and it is
listed in the last column. Generally, a p-value of 5% or 1%
is used. If the observed p-value is smaller than or equal to
this threshold level, the null hypothesis should be rejected.
From the p-values in the last column it is clear that the
hypothesis that the data is normally distributed cannot be
rejected. This however does not mean that the normal
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distribution is the best distribution for these results. It
means that it cannot be rejected as a possibility based on
observed data.
6.1.3
Feature recognition results
For this experiment the robot was set up in an environment
with two features that could be used for localization. First,
the real location of these features was determined with the
image recognition. Next, the robot recognized each feature
1000 times. The obtained data was then analysed in
Python. In order to be able to use the data, first unneeded
features were filtered (table legs, passersby, etc.) using a
function very similar to feature association. Next, the
measurements were compared to the reference and normal
distributions were fitted to this difference. The complete
results are available in appendix vii, but are summarized
here in Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4: Feature recognition distance calibration results.

Feature
A
B

µ𝑑𝑠 [𝑚]
0.04013
0.04526

𝜎𝑑𝑠
0.00879
0.00361

𝐾2
1673.5
157.28

p-value
0
7.1 ∙ 10-35

Table 5: Feature recognition angle calibration results.

Feature
A
B

µ𝑑𝑡ℎ [𝑚]
0.00665
0.01692

𝜎𝑑𝑡ℎ
0.00662
0.00772

𝐾2
348.29
41.1

p-value
2.34∙ 10-76
1.19∙ 10-9

From these results it is clear that the noise on the LIDAR
measurements is highly non-Gaussian. For each measured
variable (distance and angle) the null hypothesis should be
rejected for both features, which contradicts the
requirements of the Kalman-filter (see section 4.1.1). This
is however mainly because of random errors, which can be
avoided with a NIS-test (see section 4.3.1). For example in
Figure 35, the measurements look normally distributed at
first sight. There are however too many measurements in
the tail at the left. Similar cases are visible in Figure 36,
Figure 37 and Figure 38. This causes the null hypothesis
test to return a very small p-value, even though most of the
measurements are normally distributed. Thus our
measurements are still useful, if used with a large
uncertainty (again a 3𝜎-limit was used) and in
combination with a NIS-test (to avoid random errors).
Note that once again the uncertainties on the distance
should be scaled, as the error on these measurements is
approximately a percentage on the distance reading
(RoboPeak, 2014). The angle uncertainty does not have to
be scaled, since these measurements only depend on the
LIDAR’s ability to accurately estimate the position of
motor that drives the sensor when the measurement was
taken. This error does not depend on the measurement.

6.2

Localization accuracy

This section will explain the experiments that were done
to verify the working and the accuracy of the localization
algorithm.

6.2.1
Image recognition
Verification of the localization algorithm was done in a
similar manner as the calibration experiments. Again
relative instead of absolute measurements were used. In
order to determine these differences first an LED was
placed on the robot. The position of this LED was
determined in the same way as the calibration experiments
(section 6.1.1). Next, the localization algorithm was run 20
times from the starting position while the robot was
stationary. This is because a starting position is specified
for the first iteration of the localization and does not have
to be completely correct, as the robot will adjust it if
needed. Thus in order to compare robot estimates with real
distances, the robot was given some time to adjust its
position.
After start positions are obtained in the camera and robot
coordinate systems, a series of actuator commands are sent
to the robot. These commands tell the robot to follow a
predetermined path, by driving in straight lines and turning
around its own axis. During this phase of the experiment,
the localization algorithm is executed continuously. After
driving the path, the end positions of the robot are recorded
in both coordinate systems by taking a picture of the
Roomba with the red LED and noting down the output
position of the Kalman-filter. From the obtained start and
end positions it is possible to determine the distance that
the robot ‘thought’ it had driven (𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) and the distance
that it actually drove (𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 ):
2

𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 = √(𝑥𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ) − (𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 )
2

2

𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 = √(𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑚,𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑚,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ) − (𝑦𝑐𝑎𝑚,𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑐𝑎𝑚,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 )

2

𝑑𝑟 = 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡

This experiment was done 10 times. The difference
between the distances gives an idea of the accuracy of the
localization algorithm. Results are shown in Table 6 and
Figure 20. The horizontal axis shows the deviation from
the reference in meters. The vertical axis shows the
frequency of the measurement intervals.
Table 6: Distance verification (results).

𝒅𝒓 [𝒎]
-0.178
-0.177
-0.007
-0.165
-0.038
0.054
-0.045
0.008
-0.112
-0.031
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Figure 20: Distance verification (histogram).

These result show that the robot can estimate its position
with an accuracy of approximately 7 𝑐𝑚. The standard
deviation on these results is rather large, however. This is
because the range of the obtained results is relatively large
(about 22 𝑐𝑚). From Table 6 it can be seen that some
measurements show a rather large deviation, three
measurements deviate more than 15 𝑐𝑚 from the real
value. Some, however, are very accurate (half of all
measurements deviate less than 5 𝑐𝑚 from the real result,
and two measurements even deviate less than 1 𝑐𝑚).
These results show the difficulty associated with indoor
localization. It is hard to get consistent results from the
algorithm.
This is however only the deviation on the most likely
estimate. The localization algorithm returns an uncertainty
on these measurements. Using these uncertainties, it is
possible to check whether the real values are inside a
confidence interval. Using a 3𝜎-limit, the maximum
allowed difference on the distance is found in the same
way as in section 4.3.
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3√𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑦2
Using this distance as a threshold shows that two
measurements fall outside this range. This means that the
algorithm is slightly optimistic, the robot is a little too sure
about where it is. This could be alleviated by optimizing
the different parameters, for example by changing the NIS
value, or increasing some uncertainties.
6.2.2
Plot analysis
The above method only provides information about the
accuracy on the distance estimates. The accuracy on the
angle estimate can easily be seen on a plot. When there is
no error on the angle, the LIDAR measurements will
perfectly coincide with obstacles on the map (after the
transformation to world coordinates and compensation for
the distance error). Thus it is possible to calculate an angle
difference by comparing a LIDAR point and a point on the
map. To accomplish this, it is best to use an easily
identifiable point on the plot, such as a corner (see Figure
20)

Figure 21: Angle verification.

The angle difference can then be calculated as follows:
𝑑𝜃 = cos −1 (

𝑑𝑟 2 − 𝑟 2 −𝑟 ′2
)
−2𝑟𝑟′

The plots from the same ten test runs as the image
recognition were used. The angle differences can be found
in Table 7 and a histogram is shown in Figure 22. The
horizontal axis shows the deviation from the reference in
radians. The vertical axis shows the frequency of the
measurement intervals.
Table 7: Angle verification (results).

𝒅𝜽 [𝒓𝒂𝒅]
0.0248
0.0168
0.0027
0.0858
0.0566
0.0182
0.0557
0.0462
0.0179
0.0516
0.0122

Figure 22: Angle verification (histogram).
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These results show that the localization algorithm is much
more accurate and consistent on its angle measurements.
The mean angle error is about 2 degrees. Even though the
standard deviation is large compared to the mean, even the
largest deviation is still rather accurate (an error of about
5 degrees). The reason why angle estimates are better than
distance estimates is because the LIDAR angle
measurements are much more accurate than the LIDAR
distance measurements (RoboPeak, 2014).

6.3

Experiments at Group T

Since the main goal of this thesis is to design an
autonomous robot capable of navigation and localization
on the campus of Group T, several tests have been carried
out in order to find out about the strengths and weaknesses
of the developed algorithm. The experiments were carried
out in several steps, in order of increasing difficulty for the
algorithm.
Initially the AMR had to drive in a straight line, while
avoiding any obstacles present, in order to isolate and test
the functionality of the dynamic window approach. This
part of the algorithm is however rather hard to judge in a
quantitative manner, but the obstacle avoidance behaviour
was mostly as expected, albeit quite slow. The algorithm
is not fast enough to detect people walking directly
towards it from the opposite direction. This is because the
radius in which obstacles are considered had to be limited
to 1,5 𝑚 in order to limit the number of calculations
required in each iteration. This means that only the LIDAR
measurements inside this radius will be seen as obstacles.
A larger radius would result in better obstacle avoidance
behaviour, but would decrease the performance of the
localization algorithm.
In a second phase, the robot had to localize itself while
driving around on the same floor, this meant that the path
planning algorithm did not yet need to switch between
floors and that the obstacle avoidance and localization
algorithms could be tested together. The Kalman-filter
proved to work very well, correcting the error of the user
input on the initial position. While staying on the same
floor, enough features were present (as seen in appendix
viii) and the update step corrected the predictions very
well. Quantitative results are again hard to obtain, since it
was not possible to install a camera in order to determine
the AMR’s exact position. Results were obtained however,
although in another environment. They can be found in
section 6.2.
In the last testing phase the robot had to navigate from one
floor to the next. No unexpected behaviour in the path
planning part was found. The planned path was always the
farthest away from the obstacles on the map, as expected.
This experiment exposed a number of strengths and
weaknesses in the localization algorithm however. First of
all, the combination of the localization and obstacle
avoidance algorithms was able to handle unexpected
passersby rather well. The AMR changed its path to avoid

these people and the NIS-test (see section 4.3.1) made sure
they were not used as features.
On the other hand, the importance of accurately placed
features was shown. The Kalman-filter was unable to
localize the AMR in between floors, since no discernible
features were present. Even after artificial features were
added, it was hard to insert them on the map with the
required accuracy for the algorithm. This meant that the
Roomba had to locate itself based on dead reckoning while
driving in between floors. Since the odometry sensors
have low accuracy, the uncertainty on the position
estimate increased rapidly, resulting in the fact that the
AMR could not correct its estimated position when
arriving at the next floor. This is because the present
features were associated wrongly since the algorithm
always associates the measured features with the nearest
features on the map that are inside the uncertainty ellipse.
If this ellipse is large and the position estimate is wrong,
then the nearest feature on the map might not correspond
to the measured feature, thus leading to an even worse
position estimate. An odometry correction factor was
inserted depending on whether the robot was driving
upwards or downwards and was determined
experimentally. This factor improved the odometry
accuracy, but was not sufficient to make the Roomba
localize itself at the beginning of a new floor.
Another problem that was exposed was the fact that when
arriving at a new floor, the LIDAR range measurements
did not match the real distance to an obstacle anymore.
This is because the Roomba is still driving on the inclined
floor, while the new features are located on the horizontal
floor. Thus resulting in a larger range reading (see Figure
23). The actual LIDAR measurement is shown in a
dashed-dotted line and the LIDAR measurement as it
should be, is shown in a dashed line. It can be seen that the
actual LIDAR measurement results in a distance that is too
large. This could also be solved with a correction factor on
the range measurements, depending on the slope, but was
not yet implemented.

Figure 23: Difference between actual, wrong, (dashed-dotted
line) and correct (dashed line) LIDAR measurements on an
inclined plane.
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7

7.1

FUTURE WORK

SLAM

The algorithm developed in this thesis needs a map of the
environment in order to function properly. When such a
map is hard or even impossible to obtain, one could try to
build a map of the environment whilst simultaneously
localizing on it. This process is known as SLAM
(simultaneous localization and mapping)

7.2

More efficient feature association

Right now the algorithm tries to associate the features it
detects with all the features present on the map. This
approach works well in an environment with few features,
but rapidly becomes a lot more demanding as the number
of features increases. One way to improve the efficiency
of this step is to devise a system that limits the features on
the map that will be used in the association step. This could
be realized by, for example, arranging the features at the
start in the order they are expected to be seen (according
to the planned path). Whilst running the algorithm, a
specified section of the list will be used in the association
step. As the robot moves forward along its path, this
section can also move forward.
8

CONCLUSION

The main goal of this thesis was to develop an autonomous
mobile robot able to navigate and localize itself through
the campus of Group T, while avoiding unforeseen
obstacles. This was done by means of a Voronoi path
planning algorithm to plan the desired path, Dijkstra's
algorithm to determine the shortest path, a Kalman-filter
to localize the robot at any moment and a dynamic window
approach to avoid passersby and unmapped objects.
The path planning and obstacle avoidance proved to be
working as should be, on the campus as well as in other
environments. The localization however, is very
dependent on the amount and the positional accuracy of
natural and artificial features, which poses a problem in
between floors of the Group T building. When enough
features are present, the algorithm works with relatively
good accuracy and is, like the algorithms above, capable
of operating in different environments.
The developed system uses an iRobot Roomba platform
with an added LIDAR sensor while communicating with a
PC via a Raspberry Pi. This means the system is not yet
fully embedded. Running the algorithms directly on the Pi,
and thus creating an embedded system, would by-pass the
sometimes unreliable communication between PC and Pi.
However, computational efficiency of the algorithm has to
be taken into account then, since less processing power
will be available.
9
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I.

OVERVIEW ALGORITHM

Figure 24: Overview navigation algorithm.
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Figure 24 provides an overview of the navigation algorithm that was developed in this thesis. Aside from the startup phase,
it consists of three main parts, namely path planning, localization and obstacle avoidance. The inputs for the algorithm are
the robot’s odometry and LIDAR measurements (and in case of the first iteration the start and end positions, with an
uncertainty on the initial position). The output consists of actuator commands that are sent to the Roomba.
Startup
When the program is executed for the first time, it will ask the user where the robot is approximately located and which
way it is facing. This initial position can be selected via a GUI, where the user can click on a location on the map with the
cursor. This position does not have to be completely accurate, as the Kalman-filter will improve this initial estimate. A
better initial position will require less iterations of the Kalman-filter to become accurate, but as long as the initial estimate
is inside the error ellipse that can be constructed with the initial covariance matrix (see appendix ii) the position will
generally converge in a few iterations. When the initial position and direction are known, the user is asked to select an end
position. This selection is done via the same GUI as the start position selection.
Localization
Localization forms the core of the algorithm and good functionality of this part is required for the rest of the algorithm to
function correctly. The algorithm takes odometry and LIDAR measurements as an input, as well as the previous position
estimate. This estimate can be the output of a previous iteration, or can be the initial estimate that was provided at the
startup. The previous estimate can be adjusted with the odometry data, which serves as an input for the motion model (see
section 2.1.1) and provide the position estimate (predicted position) as an output (see section 4).
The LIDAR data cannot be directly used as an input for the Kalman-filter. This is because it has to compare real
measurements with an estimated measurement, in order to calculate the innovation (see section 4). To obtain a measurement
that can be associated, first a feature has to be extracted before being identified, the process of extraction is explained in
section 4.2. These features are then associated with features that are present on the map (see section 4.3).
Once features are detected and associated, it is possible to calculate the innovation (see section 4), this innovation is then
used to adjust the position estimate in the update step of the Kalman-filter. Not all innovations are used, as some
measurements are better than others. A way of checking for ‘good’ measurements is via a NIS-test (see section 4.3.1). The
output of this test is a number that essentially indicates how much a measurement aligns with a predicted measurement,
whilst taking the uncertainty into account. Lower values generally mean better measurements (barring any feature
association problems), thus a simple threshold on this value can filter ‘bad’ measurements. The combination of all
measurements is also based on this value, as they are weighed based on the inverse of this value.
Path planning
Path planning constructs a series of nodes between the start and end positions (see section 5). These nodes are calculated
once at the start, and are thus technically part of the startup phase. This is however not a requirement for the navigation
algorithm. The obstacle avoidance part of the algorithm will attempt to reach the next node in the sequence that was initially
planned. If this is not possible, there will be a signal that no path can be planned, this happens for example when there is
an unexpected obstacle present on a node. When this happens, the robot will first attempt to skip this particular node and
will move on to the next one. If the angle to this node becomes too large, then the robot will turn about its own axis, until
it is aligned with the node. One could however also opt to entirely replan the sequence of nodes when no path can be found
to the goal, this time taking the unknown obstacles into account.
After the nodes are constructed, path planning checks whether the robot is close enough to the node to move on to the next
one in each iteration. Whether the robot is ‘close enough’ is based on the shortest distance between to coordinates of its
center and the node. This distance is accepted once it falls below a certain threshold.
Obstacle avoidance
Obstacle avoidance is the last part in the navigation algorithm. This is also the part that actually sends commands to the
actuators (the two individual wheels of the Roomba). It takes the LIDAR measurements and the position of the next node
as an input. The LIDAR measurements are filtered to only the measurements inside a certain radius, as this reduces the
number of iterations required for the dynamic window approach (see section 5.2). The algorithm then selects the optimal
speed and turning radius for the Roomba based on an objective function. This the angle to the goal, the distance to the
obstacles and the velocity of the robot into account.
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II.

COVARIANCE MATRIX

Since the Kalman-filter assumes normally distributed variables, the elements in the state vector (i.e. {𝑥𝑘 𝑦𝑘 𝜃𝑘 }) consist
of a mean (best estimate) and a standard deviation (uncertainty). These can be combined into respectively a state pose
vector 𝑥⟨𝑘⟩ and a covariance matrix 𝑃〈𝑘〉 at time 𝑘.
The covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix of the form:

𝑃=

𝜎𝑥2

2
𝜎𝑥𝑦

2
𝜎𝑥𝜃

2
[𝜎𝑥𝑦
2
𝜎𝑥𝜃

𝜎𝑦2
2
𝜎𝑦𝜃

2
𝜎𝑦𝜃
]

𝜎𝜃2

The diagonal elements represent the variances on respectively the 𝑥- and 𝑦-position and heading angle. The non-diagonal
elements represent the covariances, which indicate how well the two corresponding diagonal elements change together.
It is possible to graphically represent the uncertainties on the 𝑥- and 𝑦-position by drawing an error ellipse (Corke, 2011).
The equation of an ellipse with its centre in (𝑥0 , 𝑦0 ) and its major and minor axes aligned with the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axes of the
coordinate frame is
(𝑥 − 𝑥0 )2 (𝑦 − 𝑦0 )2
+
=1
𝑎2
𝑏2
with 𝑎 and 𝑏 the radii in respectively the 𝑥- and 𝑦-direction.
The ellipse equation also be written as
2
(𝒙 − 𝒙𝟎 )𝑇 [𝑎
0

−1

0]
𝑏2

(𝒙 − 𝒙𝟎 ) = 1

with 𝒙𝟎 a vector containing 𝑥- and 𝑦-coordinates.
2
The matrix [𝑎
0
center.

0 ] can be written in general form as [𝐴
𝐶
𝑏2

𝐶
]. Non-zero values for 𝐶 will rotate the ellipse around its
𝐵

𝐴 𝐶
] define the directions of the major and minor axes and that the
𝐶 𝐵
square roots of the eigenvalues determine the corresponding radii. Now a similar matrix can be constructed with the 𝑥- and
𝑦-elements of the covariance matrix:
It can be shown that the eigenvectors of matrix [

[

𝜎𝑥2
2
𝜎𝑥𝑦

2
𝜎𝑦𝑥
]
𝜎𝑦2

By calculating the eigenvalues and (roots of) the eigenvectors, an error ellipse can be drawn around the AMR showing the
area containing approximately 68% (1𝜎-limit) of the AMR’s possible locations at the current time step, this amount can
be increased by scaling the ellipse with a factor of 2 (95,4%) or 3 (99,7%). Figure 25 shows a plot of the AMR with an
error ellipse drawn with a 2𝜎-limit.

Figure 25: Error ellipse example.
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III.

JACOBIANS

The regular Kalman-filter algorithm is designed to work with linear systems. Since the model of the Roomba is a nonlinear system, an extended Kalman-filter (EKF) is used. The EKF does not require the state transition (function 𝑓 in Figure
8) and estimation (function ℎ in Figure 9) models to be linear. A regular Kalman-filter would use the same (linear) function
𝑓 to calculate both the state and the covariance transitions. In case of the EKF, 𝑓 and ℎ cannot be used to compute the new
covariance matrix, instead the Jacobians 𝐹 and 𝐻 are used.
A Jacobian is a matrix containing all first-order partial derivatives of a vector function 𝒇(𝒙) and is calculated as
𝜕𝒇1
𝜕𝒙1
𝐽= ⋮
𝜕𝒇𝑚
[ 𝜕𝒙1

𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝒙𝑛
⋮
𝜕𝒇𝑚
𝜕𝒙𝑛 ]

⋯
⋱
⋯

In case of the EKF, both the covariance and the noise need to be multiplied by their respective Jacobians, resulting in four
different Jacobians: 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑣 (cf. 𝑓) to be used in the Kalman-filter prediction step and 𝐻𝑥 and 𝐻𝑤 (cf. ℎ) to be used in the
Kalman-filter update step.
Given the motion model 𝒇(𝒙, 𝚫, 𝒗) used in this thesis, including odometry noise on the distance 𝑣𝑑 and angle 𝑣𝜃
𝛥𝜑
𝛥𝜑
+ 𝑣𝜃 )
𝑥𝑘−1 + (𝛥𝑠 + 𝑣𝑑 ) ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
+ 𝑣𝜃 )
2
2
𝛥𝜑
𝛥𝜑
𝑥⟨𝑘⟩ = 𝑥⟨𝑘 − 1⟩ +
=
(𝛥𝑠 + 𝑣𝑑 ) ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
+ 𝑣𝜃 )
𝑦𝑘−1 + (𝛥𝑠 + 𝑣𝑑 ) ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
+ 𝑣𝜃 )
2
2
[
𝛥𝜃 + 𝛥𝜑 + 𝑣𝜃
] [
𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 + 𝛥𝜑 + 𝑣𝜃
]
(𝛥𝑠 + 𝑣𝑑 ) ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +

𝑓1
= [𝑓2 ]
𝑓3
The Jacobians are of the following form:

𝐹𝑥 =

𝐹𝑣 =

𝜕𝒇
|
𝜕𝒙 𝑣=0

𝜕𝒇
|
𝜕𝒗 𝑣=0

𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑓2
=
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑓3
[ 𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑣𝑑
𝜕𝑓2
=
𝜕𝑣𝑑
𝜕𝑓3
[𝜕𝑣𝑑

𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑓2
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑓3
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝜃
1
𝜕𝑓2
=
𝜕𝜃
0
𝜕𝑓3
[0
𝜕𝜃 ]

0
1
0

𝛥𝜑
)
2
𝛥𝜑
Δ𝑠 ∙ cos (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
)
2
]
1

−Δ𝑠 ∙ sin (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +

𝜕𝑓1
𝛥𝜑
𝜕𝑣𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
)
2
𝜕𝑓2
=
𝛥𝜑
𝜕𝑣𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
)
2
𝜕𝑓3
[
0
𝜕𝑣𝜃 ]

𝛥𝜑
)
2
𝛥𝜑
Δ𝑠 ∙ cos (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +
)
2
]
1

−Δ𝑠 ∙ sin (𝜃𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝜃 +

Given the predicted measurement 𝒉(𝒙𝑘 , 𝒙𝑓 , 𝒘) between the robot 𝒙𝑘 at time step 𝑘 and a measured feature 𝒙𝑓 , including
LIDAR noise on the distance 𝑤𝑑 and angle 𝑤𝜃
√
𝑧=

𝑦𝑓 − 𝑦𝑘
+ 𝑤𝑑
𝑥𝑓 − 𝑥𝑘

𝑦𝑓 − 𝑦𝑘
tan−1 (
) − 𝜃𝑘 + 𝑤𝜃
𝑥𝑓 − 𝑥𝑘
[
]

ℎ
= [ 1]
ℎ2
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The Jacobians are of the following form:
𝜕ℎ1
𝜕𝒉
𝜕𝑥
𝐻𝑥 =
|
=
𝜕ℎ2
𝜕𝒙 𝑤=0
[ 𝜕𝑥

𝜕ℎ1
𝜕𝑦
𝜕ℎ2
𝜕𝑦

𝜕ℎ1
𝑥𝑓 − 𝑥𝑘
−
𝜕𝜃
𝑟
=[ 𝑥 −
𝑥𝑘
𝜕ℎ2
𝑓
−
2
𝑟
𝜕𝜃 ]

𝜕ℎ1
𝜕𝒉
𝜕𝑤𝑑
𝐻𝑤 =
|
=
𝜕ℎ2
𝜕𝒘 𝑤=0
[𝜕𝑤𝑑

𝜕ℎ1
𝜕𝑤𝜃
1
=[
𝜕ℎ2
0
𝜕𝑤𝜃 ]

𝑦𝑓 − 𝑦𝑘
𝑟
𝑦𝑓 − 𝑦𝑘
−
𝑟2
−

0
−1

]

0
]
1

These Jacobians can then be used in the extended Kalman-filter equations in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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IV.

CALCULATION OF CURVATURE FOR DISCRETE MEASUREMENTS

Initially the variables 𝐾𝑏 and 𝐾𝑓 are calculated for every data point. These variables represent the amount of data points of
the laser scan (LIDAR measurements) presenting no discontinuities on the left side (𝐾𝑏 ) and on the right side (𝐾𝑓 ). Whether
or not the transition between two points is considered a discontinuity is determined by the difference between parameters
𝑑 and 𝑙. Where 𝑑 represents the Euclidian distance between data point 𝑖 and data point 𝑖 ± 𝑛, with 𝑛 going from 1 to 𝐾𝑓,𝑖
and 𝐾𝑏,𝑖 respectively. The variable 𝑙 is calculated by the sum of the distances between all intermediate data points. When
there are no corners in the data range, 𝑑 and 𝑙 are equal, so subtracting 𝑑 from 𝑙 and simply applying a threshold to this
difference 𝑑 − 𝑙 = 𝑈𝑘 determines if a discontinuity is present and can be adjusted to the amount of noise in the data.
Now clarifying this by calculating 𝐾𝑏 in an example: Consider a certain LIDAR data point 𝑖. 𝐾𝑏,𝑖 represents the number of
data points that lie on a straight line (no discontinuities) starting from point 𝑖 and going to the left. To calculate the value
of 𝐾𝑏,𝑖 , 𝑑 and 𝑙 are determined for data points 𝑖 − 1 to 𝑖 − 𝑛, which means 𝑑 = 𝑙 = |𝑖, 𝑖 − 1| for the first data point to the
left of point 𝑖, so 𝑑 − 𝑙 = 𝑈𝑘 = 0. For the second data point 𝑑 = |𝑖, 𝑖 − 2| and 𝑙 = |𝑖, 𝑖 − 1| + |𝑖, 𝑖 − 2|, here 𝑈𝑘 ≈ 0 for
measurements lying on a straight line and 𝑈𝑘 > 0 for measurements representing a certain degree of discontinuity. This
process is carried on until 𝑈𝑘 reaches a chosen threshold, setting 𝐾𝑏,𝑖 = 𝑛. Figure 26 illustrates this, with 𝑑 represented by
the red line and 𝑙 by the sum of the black lines. Figure 27 shows the corresponding plot of 𝑈𝑘 , on which a threshold can be
applied.

Figure 26: Visual representation of variables 𝐾𝑏 and 𝐾𝑓 with 𝑑 represented by the red line and 𝑙 by the sum of the black lines.

Figure 27: Plot of 𝑈𝑘 , the difference between 𝑑 and 𝑙.

The second step is calculating the local vectors 𝑓⃗𝑖 and 𝑓⃗𝑏 , representing the variation in 𝑥- and 𝑦-directions in the range 𝑖 +
𝐾𝑓 and 𝑖 − 𝐾𝑏 .
𝑓⃗𝑖 = (𝑓𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑦𝑖 ) = (𝑥𝑖+𝐾𝑓,𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖+𝐾𝑓,𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )
𝑏⃗⃗𝑖 = (𝑏𝑥𝑖 , 𝑏𝑦𝑖 ) = (𝑥𝑖+𝐾𝑏,𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖+𝐾𝑏,𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )
The final step is calculating the curvature 𝜅𝑖 for each data point by
𝜅𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

𝑓⃗𝑖 ∙ 𝑓⃗𝑏
)
|𝑓⃗𝑖 | ∙ |𝑓⃗𝑏 |
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DIJKSTRA’S ALGORITHM

V.

Dijkstra’s algorithm (also called the shortest path algorithm) is a graph search method that finds the shortest path between
two nodes on a connectivity graph. The algorithm starts off by doing two things (Felner, 2011): The algorithm initially sets
the distance for the starting node to zero, and for all other nodes to infinity. It will then mark the first node as the current
node and add all the other nodes to the ‘unvisited’ set.
After this initial setup has been achieved, the algorithm will loop over the nodes in the following way:
1.
2.
3.

From the current node, the distances to all adjacent nodes will be calculated.
When all adjacent nodes are considered, the current node will be marked as ‘visited’ (and thus removed from the
‘unvisited’ set).
Next there are three possibilities:
a. The destination node has been marked as ‘visited’, the algorithm has now found the shortest distance
between the start and end nodes.
b. The distance from the current node to all nodes in the ‘unvisited’ set is equal to infinity. This means that
there is no path possible from the start to the end node, the algorithm now also stops.
c. There are nodes in the ‘unvisited’ set for which the distance to the current node is not infinity. The
algorithm now selects the node with the smallest total distance to the initial node and starts anew from
step 1.

The easiest way to clarify this algorithm is by means of an example, the connectivity graph for this example can be seen in
Figure 28.

Figure 28: Connectivity graph example.

Initially, the distance on node I is marked as 0, all other distances are equal to infinity. Node I is now marked as the current
node, and all others are kept in the ‘unvisited’ set. From node I, the distance to node II, node III and node IV can be
calculated and will replace the previous values if the new ones are smaller (initially all distances are replaced, since they
are smaller than ∞). It can be seen then that the distance to node II becomes 3, the distance to node III is 10 and the distance
to node IV is 8. Node I is now marked as ‘visited’ and removed from the ‘unvisited’ set. There are now nodes in the
‘unvisited’ set with a distance smaller than infinity (namely node II, II and IV). Node II has the smallest distance to the
initial node, so it is marked as the ‘current’ node. There is only one node connected to node II, namely node IV. It is clear
that the distance from the initial node to node IV is now 8, however, using this path, the distance from the initial node
would be 7. Thus the old distance is replaced by this newly obtained one. All adjacent nodes for node II are now considered,
and thus this node is marked as ‘visited’ and node IV is considered next.
This process could be repeated until node V ends up in the ‘visited’ set, at which point the optimal path would be found
as: node I → node II → node IV → node III → node V.
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VI.

ODOMETRY CALIBRATION RESULTS

This section and the next one show the graphical results of the calibration procedures. The horizontal axes show the
deviation from the reference in meters and the vertical axes show the (normalized) frequencies of the measurement
intervals. The green bars are the histograms of the obtained data. The black curves are the probability density functions of
the normal distributions fitted of these data.

Figure 29: Odometry distance results at 0.05 m/s.

Figure 30: Odometry angle results at 0.05 m/s.
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Figure 31: Odometry distance results at 0.2 m/s.

Figure 32: Odometry angle results at 0.2 m/s.
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Figure 33: Odometry distance results at 0.5 m/s.

Figure 34: Odometry angle results at 0.5 m/s.
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VII.

FEATURE RECOGNITION CALIBRATION RESULTS

Figure 35: Feature recognition distance calibration results (feature A).

Figure 36: Feature recognition angle calibration results (feature A).
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Figure 37: Feature recognition distance calibration results (feature B).

Figure 38: Feature recognition angle calibration results (feature B).
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VIII.

LOCALIZATION EXAMPLE

Figure 39: Localization example at group T.
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IX.

DIGITAL APPENDICES

This paper also contains some digital appendices on the accompanying CD-R. These appendices are shortly described
here.
Code
This folder contains all the MATLAB code necessary for the navigation algorithm. As well as the toolbox developed by
previous thesis students, as it is necessary to run the files.
Calibration files
This directory contains the code, data and results of the calibration procedure.
Verification files
This directory contains the code, data and results of the verification procedure.
Videos
This folder contains a file with a link to a Youtube playlist containing some videos of various tests that were done.
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